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(4N -2)j(a2+2) which is equivalent in our terminology to saying that the asymp
totic rate of approach to homozygosity is

A == 1-{(a2+2)j(8N-4)}.

A brief derivation of this result is given in Li (1955, p. 321), and it was also obtained
by Haldane (1939) and Fisher (1939).

For dioecious populations of diploid individuals only particular examples
have been studied. Wright (1931, 1933) found that the rate of approach, for a
population with N 1 males, and N 2 females practising a mating system to be
described in the next section, is

A~ 1-N/8N1N2,

for autosomal genes, where N == N 1 +N2 , and for sex-linked genes it is

A~ 1-(N2+2N1)/9N1N2•

In Wright's model, the generations are kept distinct and mating between them is
not possible. An alternative model has been proposed for which the generations
do overlap (Moran 1958), and the resulting rate of approach for autosomal genes is

A~ 1-Nj4N1N2•

Finally, a third model very similar to the previous one, and having overlapping
generations, was shown (Watterson, unpublished data) to have a rate identical to
Wright's model,

A~ 1-Nj8N1N2•

All these dioecious models have specific distributions for the number of
offspring per individual of the parent generation, and it is our aim to generalize the
results to cases with arbitrary offspring distributions, and also investigate the effect
that permanent marriage between sexes has on the population's asymptotic behaviour.
Therefore, we first consider populations from the point of view of family structure
and size, and then introduce genetic considerations and investigate the effect of
family structure on the asymptotic genetic behaviour of the population.

II. FAMILY STRUCTURE

For a given dioecious population, let 1T1(X) be the probability of a male indivi
dual surviving to the age x at least, and 1T2(X) be the similar probability for a female
individual. For these quantities to be well defined, it is implicitly assumed that
no selective effects are present, and that all individuals of same sex are equivalent
with respect to lifetime distributions. With the same assumption, we may define
two further quantities m1(x)dx and m 2(x)dx to be the probabilities that a male
and female of age x will produce an offspring of either sex in the time interval
(x, x+dx). We suppose that such events occur independently in different intervals
of x, i.e. we ignore the effect of a finite length of pregnancy and suppose that the
probability of producing an offspring at any given age is independent of what has
happened before. Then the number of offspring produced by a male which lived
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to an age x and then died in the interval (x, x+dx), an event with probability
-7T~(X) dx, has a Poisson distribution with mean

M1(x) = J: m1(t) dt,

and a probability generating function

exp {(Z-l) J: m1(t) dt}.

Averaging over all possible ages we therefore get the probability generating function
for the total number of offspring from a male individual:

P1(Z) = - ( eXP{(Z-l) J: m1(t) dt} 7T~(X) dx. . (1)

Similarly for offspring from a female individual the generating function is

P 2(Z) = - J: eXP{(Z-l) 1: m2(t) dt}7T;(X) dx. . (2)

Such generating functions are to play a large part in the next section of the
paper, so we shall consider them in somewhat more detail. In the above, we have
made several simplifying assumptions which may or may not be valid when an actual
population is investigated. Nevertheless, generating functions for the number
of offspring per individual are important whether equations (1) and (2) are appli
cable or not. For example, if the generations of a population neither overlap nor
interbreed, then a workable theoretical model can be' formulated in which all indivi
duals die simultaneously, and the entire succeeding generation is born at that
instant. For this model the previous birth and death rate functions are degenerate,
but of course the generating functions may be defined from first principles. Thus
if the ith male has Xi offspring, and Pr ix, == n} == Pn (say), then the generating
function is

00

P1(z) == Epn zn.
n=O

The simplest way to introduce monogamy ("marriage") into a population
model is to assume that the sex numbers are equal and allow permanent random
pairing between members of opposite sex. One consequence of this pairing is that
both parents in the family have the same number of offspring, and hence the generat
ing functions P1(z) and P 2(z) must be identical.

Typical examples of generating functions which may be of use in practical
cases are those corresponding to Poisson, geometric, and binomial distributions for
the Xi variates. The first two of these distributions allow the Xi to vary over all
integers, whilst the latter restricts them to a finite range. Most theoretical models
which have been found suitable for mathematical investigation restrict the popula
tion size to exactly N for all generations, the sex numbers being, held constant at
N 1 and N 2• For these models the offspring distributions must have finite range, but
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it is interesting to consider how such a model may approximate an actual population
with arbitrary offspring distributions, perhaps of infinite range.

Let us concentrate on the male parents. Given any generating function Q(z)
for a random variate Y taking integral values, the joint generating function for N l

independent variables Yv Y2' . . . 'YN
1

(say) is

Q(Zl) Q(Z2)· Q(ZN)·

If the variable Yi is the number of offspring from the ith male in a population, then
the next generation will have size ~Yi with expectation N l Q'(I ). To construct a
constant size model approximating to this population, the numbers of offspring,
per male, must be dependent random variables Xv X 2, ••• , XN1 (say) with total ~xi==N.
Suppose the Xi have identical distributions with generating function Pl(z) and write
Pn == Pr ix, == n}, qn == Pr{Yi == n}. For the model to fit the actual population
approximately, we need N == NlP~(I) == N lQ'(I) and Pn ~ qn. In fact, we shall
see that the former condition is sufficient to ensure the latter.

The joint generating function for the Xi variables (conditional on ~Xi == N) is

coefficient of wN in Q(zlw) Q(Z2W)
coefficient of wN in Q(W)N1

. Q(ZNIW )

thus with Z == Zl' Z2 == Z3 == ... == ZN
1

== 1,

P ( ) == coefficient of wN in Q(zw) Q(W)N1

1 Z coefficient of wN in Q(w )N1 '

and so
P« == coefficient of zn in P1(z),

coefficient of wN-n in Q(W)N1-l
== qn coefficient of wN in Q(W)N1 .

To prove that Pn~qn as N v N~oo provided N == NlP~(I) == N lQ'(I), we must
show that the coefficients of to":" in Q(W)N1-l and of wN in Q(W)N1 are asymptotically

equal. This is obviously true if NN1 1 is an integer, n == NN1 1, and Q(w) == WNN-;l.
Suppose that Q(w) has a non-zero finite variance. Then Q(W)N1is the generating func
tion of a discrete probability distribution whose ordinates, by a form of the Central
Limit Theorem, are asymptotically equal to quantities proportional to the ordinates
of a normal distribution with mean N and variance proportional to N l . The coeffi
cient of wN will tend to the central ordinate, and since n is fixed and tends to zero
in comparison with the standard deviation, the coefficient of wN-n in Q(W)N1-l will
also tend to the central ordinate. Thus under these conditions, Pn~qn, and this
convergence is easily shown to be uniform on n. The correspondence between the
two populations, however, only holds from one generation to the next, and clearly
the constant size model will not have the same behaviour after many generations
as another population which may die out completely.

As we have seen, for a population to remain at constant size, the means of the
generating functions for each sex must be

P~(I) == NN1 1 ,P;(I) = NNi 1. . (3)
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Because the constraint imposes a degree of dependence between the numbers of
offspring from two males (or females) there is a covariance c1 (say) between those
for the males, and similarly c2 between females. We write a~ for the variance of the
distribution defined by P1(z), and a: for the distribution defined by P 2(z). Now

Nt 2
because}; Xi = N, we must have N1a

1
+N1(N1-1)c1 = 0, so that

1

C1 = -a~(Nl-1)-1 = -(P~(1)+P~(1)-P~(1)2)(Nl-1)-1,

and similarly .. (4)

C2 = -a:(N2-1)-1 = -(P~(1)+P~(1)-P~(1)2)(N2-1)-1.

The first two moments of the offspring distribution are critical quantities
for subsequent theory. For a population with non-degenerate birth and death rates,
we have from (1) and (2) that

P~(l) = ( m1(x) 7T1(X) dx,

P~(l) = ( m 2(x) 7T2(X) dx,

found by integrating by parts and noting that 1Ti(X) tends to zero as X tends to infinity.
For constant expected population size these means must equal NN1 1 and NN2"l
respectively. Similarly we find the second derivatives

P~(l) = 2( m1(x) 7Tl(X) u: m1(t) dt}dx = 2J~ m1(x) 7Tl(X) M 1(x) dx,

P;(l) = 2( m2(x) 7T2(X) u: m2(t) dt}dX = 2( m2(x) 7T2(X) M 2(x ) dx.

One other aspect of this problem deserves mention (see Fisher 1939). Con
sider a population in which the generations do not overlap and for' which each
individual has a large number of offspring only a few of which survive. Then the
model we use will depend on the stage at which the population is enumerated. If
the population of sexually mature adults is of size N, and for simplicity the sex
numbers are equal, N 1 = N 2 = tN, and if each individual has a probability dis
tribution of producing immature individuals with generating function R(z), then
the correct generating functions to use in the model will be

P1(z) = P 2(z) = R(l-1T+1Tz), .............. (5)

where 1T is the probability of an immature individual surviving to maturity. If on the
other hand we enumerate the immature individuals the correct generating functions
to use will be

P1(z) = P 2(z) = 1-1T+1TR(z), .............. (6)

together with the much larger population size lNR'(l). Since the genetic results
must be the same we have set up an interesting equivalence between populations
of different size and different distributions of the numbers of offspring. As a simple
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.............. (7)

example, the expected population size will be constant only if

p~(1) == 17R' (1) == N (lN)-1 == 2,

in the first case, and in the second if

P~(I) == 17R'(I) == lNR'(I){!NR'(I)}-1 == 2.

Both conditions are satisfied if R'(1) == 2 17-1. -

To conclude this section, some examples will be given of generating functions
applying to population models previously studied. Perhaps the most important
is the following.

(a) Wright's Model

Wright (1931) studied a population having non-overlappping generations,
and assumed that N offspring resulted from matings formed by random sampling,
with replacement, amongst the N 1 male and N 2 female parents. Thus the number
of offspring per individual is a binomial variate, and the generating functions are

P1(z) == (I-NIl +NIlz)N, 'I

P2(Z) = (1-Ni1+Ni1Z)N.J

(b) Degenerate Model

If all male individuals have exactly NNI I offspring, all females exactly NNi l,

these being integers, then the variances a~ and a~ are both zero, and the generating
functions are

P1(z) == ZNN-;l }

P
2
(z) = ZNN-;': ... · · . · .... · · · · · .... (8)

(c) Overlapping Generation Model I

In a previous paper (Moran 1958) a model has been constructed in which
the generations are overlapping. Individuals die at random and are replaced by new
individuals formed by the mating of gametes chosen from the output of the popula
tion before the deatbf.ook place. The probability of any given individual dying
at such a birth-death event is N:", and of having a life time of exactly n units is
N-l(I-N-1)n-1, n == 1, 2, 3, .... This may be expressed by saying that n-l
has a geometric distribution; the expected life time is N and is the number of
time units corresponding to one generation in a non-overlapping model.

At each instant at which a death occurs, including its own, the probability of
the individual becoming a parent is NIl if male, Nil if female, so that the proba
bility generating function of the number of offspring per male is

00

P1(z) == E N-1(I-N-1)n-1(I-N1l+Nllz)n
n=l

== (N1-I+z){N+N1-l-(N-l)z}-1,

and similarly for the females

P 2(z) == (N2-1 +z) {N +N2-1-(N -1)z} -1.

.... (9)
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(d) Overlapping Generation Model II

Watterson (unpublished data) has considered an overlapping model slightly
different from that above by assuming that individuals die at random, and each is re
placed by a new individual with one parent being the dying individual, the other being
chosen at random from the opposite sex. In this case the probability of an individual
living for exactly n time units is N-l(I-N-l)n-l, n === 1, 2, 3, ... , as before, but
the probability of its being a parent at any stage is altered. It must always be a parent
at its own death. Consider an event not involving its death, but being the death of
one of the N -1 remaining individuals. If the original individual was male, then for
it to be a parent at a death other than its own, the dying individual must be of opposite
sex (probability N 2(N -1)-1) and the original individual must be chosen as the
second parent from N 1 similar males. Therefore the required probability is
N 2(N-I)-INtI, and the generating function becomes

00

PI(z) === }; N-I(I-N-I)n-l {I-N2(N -I)-IN1 I +N2(N-I)-IN1 I Z} n-Iz,
n=1

=== zNI(N-N2z)-I.

Similarly

P 2(z) === zN2(N-NIz)-I.

. (10)

The latter two models have generating functions closely akin to those for
geometrically distributed variates. Model I differs from this by altering the prob
ability of an individual having no offspring, whilst model II defines geometric
variates taking the values 1, 2, 3, . . . . By their definition, it is clear that the
population remains constant in size for all the models mentioned, and it is easy
to verify that condition (3) is satisfied.

III. GENETIC BEHAVIOUR OF POPULATIONS

We come now to the effect of family structure on the genetic behaviour of
a population, in particular after a large number of generations. The population is
assumed to be diploid, and the genetic factor of interest is diallelic, so that the
individuals are either of genotype aa, Aa, or AA. This is the formulation for auto
somal genes, but we shall later deal with sex-linked genes, and then the male geno
types are either a or A. For the autosomal case, write kt, U t, It as the number of
male individuals at the tth generation whose genotypes are aa, Aa, and AA respec
tively. Similarly, we define the numbers r., Vt, St for the females. If the sex numbers
are N I and N 2, then the number of heterozygotes in either sex are u., === N I -kt-lt,
V t === N 2 - rt - st . The genetic state of the population at any time is determined
by the four variates (kt, It, rh St).

We consider a non-overlapping generation model for which all individuals
are produced simultaneously at the death of the preceding generation and their
genotypes are determined as if mating occurred between the sexes of that generation.
For this model, the genetic state forms a Markov chain with points determined by the
coordinates (k, l, r, s). There are two absorbings tates is; 0, N 2 , 0) and (0, s ; 0, N 2 )
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corresponding to homozygosity and gene fixation, and the transition probabilities from
any state to any other state could be written down. By the general theory of
Markov chains it can be shown that the probability that the system has not reached
an absorbing state at time t (t === 0, 1,2, ....) is asymptotically OAt, where t is meas
ured in units of one generation, 0 is a constant depending on the initial state, and
Ais the largest non-unit root of the matrix of transition probabilities. This matrix
is too complicated to be written down explicitly, but by calculating the first and
second moments of k, l, r, 8 at time t+l in terms of those at time t it can be shown
that A is also the largest characteristic root governing these difference equations.
We proceed by the latter method; the determination of the constant 0 is more
difficult, and has been carried out only for the simpler haploid models. It will
therefore not be attempted here.

First we take the case when permanent marriage does not occur, and assume
random mating subject to the restriction that the generating functions for the
number of offspring per individual are Pl(z) and P 2(z) for males and females respec
tively. At each generation the sex numbers will be constant at N l and N 2, so
equations (3) must hold. We write Xii for the numbers of offspring produced by all
matings between individuals of specified genotypes according to the scheme:

Males

Females

aa Aa AA
-----------------------

aa X l l X l 2 X l 3 xl.

Aa X 2l X 22 X 23 x 2.

AA X 3l X 32 X 33 x3 .

--------------------

X. l X. 2 X. 3 N

.... (11)

.... (13)

Thus x.i == .E Xij and so on. If the parent generation is the tth, then we obtain
i

from the offspring distributions, equation (3), that

E(x. l ) === lctNN:t1, E(xl .) === rtNNi1,}
.......... (12)

E(x.3) === i.ss,». E(x3J ===.8tN N i 1•

Furthermore, using the values of Cl and C2 from equation (4) we get
2var (X.l ) === k, a
1
{1-(kt-I)(Nl -I)-l},

2var (x.3 ) === It a
1
{1-(lt-I)(Nl-I)-l},

2var (Xl.) === r t a
2
{I-(rt-I)(N2-I)-l},

2var(x3J === 8t a
2
{I-(8t-I)(N2-1)-l} ,

cov (X.v x.3) === -kt It a~(Nl -1)-1,

cov (xl.' x 3J === -rt 8 t a:(N2-I)-l.
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Of these offspring exactly N I are to be male, N 2 female, but apart from these
restrictions, we assume random sex distributions. If we write Xij == mij+fij, where
mij andfij are the numbers of male and female offspring from the mating type (i, j),
we can express this condition by representing the mij and fij in a 2 X 9 contingency
table as follows:

mIl m/12 m l 3 m 21 m 22 m 23 m 31 m 32 m 33 N I

hI h2 h3 hI h2 h3 hI h2 h3 I N 2

XII X12 _ Xl 3 X 21 X22 X23 X31 X32 X33 N

The XII offspring fromrnatings of type (aa xaa) are all of genotype aa, the Xl 2

offspring from matings (aa xAa) are a mixture of genotypes aa and Aa, each formed
with probability t, and similar results hold for each of the other mating types.
We write

mij == kij +Uij +lij,

fij == rij+vij+Sij,

where kij is the number of male offspring of type aa from matings of type (i, j) and
so on. If we write Pij, qij for the probabilities of a single offspring from a mating
type (i, j) being of genotype aa or AA, then the total genotypic outputs in males
and females have the trinomial distributions

I _ mij! kii(I_ .. _ . .)Uii lii "I
Pr {lcij, Uij, lij} - k ..' ..t l··' Pij P'tJ q'tJ qij' J

'tJ" U'tJ" 'tJ" .. (14)

fij! fii 1 )v.. 8ij
Pr {rij, vij, sij} == , , ,Pij ( -Pij-qij t' qij ,

r ij. Vii. Sij.

where Pij and qij are given in the following table:

i, j

Pij

qij

11

1

o

12

I
"2

o

13

o

o

21

I
"2

o

22

I
4"

I
4"

23

o
I
"2

31

o

o

32

o
I
"2

33

o

1

Finally the genotype numbers in the offspring generation are k t+l == };kij, It+l == };lij,

rt+l == };rij, St+l == Esij. We now consider the first- and second-order moments:

Pt+l == NIlE(kt+l +It+l)'

qt+l == NilE(rt+l +St+l)'

v t+l == NIlNilE(kt+l -It+l)(rt+l -St+l)'

a t+l == NI2E(kt+l-lt+I)2,

bt+l == Ni2E(rt+I-St+I)2.

We have to express these quantities in terms of the same quantities at generation t.
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First consider expectations conditional on the values of mij and fij. From the dis
tributions (14) we have

E(kij) == mij r«.
E(lij) == mij s«.

E(kij lij) == mij(mij-l)Pijqij,

E(k~) == mil Pij+mij(mij-l)p~,

E(l~) == mij qij+mij(mij-l)q~,

E(kijllm) == mij m lm pij Plm'

and leij and k lm are independent for (i, j) #- (l, m). Similar relations hold for the
female variates. In this way we find

Pt+1 == N 11E(m11+im12+im21+im22+im23+im32+m33),

== i+iNI1E(m11 +m33-m13-m31)'
and similarly

qt+1 == i +iN;;lE(f11 +f33 -f13 -f31)·

Since the distributions of genotype frequencies in males and females are
independent so long as the mij and fij are kept fixed we have

V t+1 == N 11N21E(m11+im12+im21-im23-im32-m33)

X (f11+if12+if21-if23-if32-f33)'

and

at+1 == N 12E {(mIl +im12+ !m21-im23-im32-m33)2

+-!m12+-!m21+im22+-!m23+-!m32} '

bt+1 = N 22E{(f11 +tf12+if21-!f23-!f32-f33)2

+-!f12+-l-f21+tf22 +-!f23 +-l-f32} .

We now have to calculate these expectations conditional on the values of the
Xij. Using standard results for the conditional expectations of the entries in a
contingency table (e.g. see Wilks 1946, p. 216) we have

E(mij) == xijN1N-1,

E(fij) = XijN2N-1,
2E(mij) == Xij(Xij-l)N1(N1-1)N-1(N-1)-1+XijN1N-1,
2 .

E(fij) == Xij(xij-I)N2(N2-1)N-1(N-1)-1+XijN2N-1,

E(mij fij) == Xij (xij-l)N1N2N-1(N-1)-1,

and for (i, j) #- (l, m)

E(mij mlm) == Xij x lmN1(N1-1)N-1(N-1)-1,

E(fijflm) == xij x lmN 2(N2-I)N-1(N -1)-1,

E(mijflrrJ == Xij xlmN1N2N-1(N -1)-1.
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Using these results and also the fact that

X11+tX12+!X21-tX23-!;X32-X33 == t(Xl.-X3.+X.1-X.3),
we find

11

Pt+1 == qt+1 == t+tN-1E(X11 +X33-X13-X31)'

Vt+1 == N-1(N -I)-lE {(X11+tX12+t:X:21-tX23-tX32-X33)2

-(X11+!X12-+-!X21+!X23+!X32+X33)} ,

= N-1(N -1)-1 E WXl. -x3.+X.1-X.3)2_t(Xl. +X3.+X.1+x.3) ~ .. (15)

-t(X11+X33--X13-X31)} '

at+1 == (I-N1l)vt+1+N11pt+v

bt+1 == (I-N2"l )vt+1+N2"lqt+1.

The last two equations are obtained by comparing the values of at+1 and bt+1 expressed
as expectations conditional on fixed values of Xij with those obtained for the other
three quantities. Now regarding the xH as variates of a contingency table (11) with
fixed row and column totals, we have the conditional expectations E(xij) == x i.x.jN-l,

and then taking expectations according to (12), (13), we get

E(X 11+X33-X13-X31) :== E(kt-lt)(rt-st)NNIIN2"l,

E{(xl. -X3.+X.1-X.3)2_(Xl. +x3.+X.1-1-X.3)}

== E(lct -It)2(N2N1 2 -ar(N1-1)--1) +E(rt -St)2(N2N""2 2-a~(N2 -1)-1)

+2E(kt -It)(rt -St)N2N1IN2"1-E(kt+It)(NN1l--arN1(N1-1 )-1)

- E(rt+St)(NN21-a~N2(N2--I )-1).

Thus our difference equations maybe written

Pt+1 == qt+1 == i+iVt,

Vt-t1 == N-1(N -1)-1{!at(N2-Nr.ar(N1-1)-1)+!bt(N2-N~a~(N2-1)-1)

-!pt(N~Ntat(NI-I)-l)-!qt(N-N~a~(N2-1)-1)

+tN(N-1)vt} ,

1
at+1 == (I-N1l)vt+1+N11pt+v

bt+1 == (I-N21)Vt+1 +N21qt+l· J
........... . (16)

Substituting for qt, at, and b, in the right-hand side of vt+1 we get finally two differ
ence equations for the quantities P and v, the other moments being simple functions
of these.

Pt+l == t+tVf,

vt+1 == IN-l(N -I)-1{(N3Nl1N21~2N+1'llar+N2a~)Pt

-t-(4N2_2N-N3Nl1N21-Nlat-N2a~)vt}.
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The solution of these equations has the form

Pt === I-alAi -a2A~,

V t === 1-f31Ai -f32A~,
where the A's are the characteristic roots of the matrix of coefficients in the equations,
and the a'S and f3's are constants chosen to satisfy the initial conditions. The charac
teristic equation is

A2-A!N-1(N-1)-1(4N2_2N-N3NI1N"21-N1ar-N2a~)-lN-1(N-1)-1

X(N3NIIN"21-2N+N1ar+N2a~)=== 0,

and the larger root, which governs the rate of approach to homozygosity, is approxi
mately

... (17)
=== 1-!N-2(N1P~(1) +N2P~(1)).

A =i= l-kN-2(N3N1IN21_2N+Nlar+N2a~), .}

Thus we have related the rate of progress to homozygosity to the offspring distri
butions whose generating functions are P1(z) and P 2(z).

By considering the expectations of k t+1' Zt+1' rt+1' and 8t+1 in terms of those
at generation t, we can easily find the probabilities of ultimate absorption in the two
absorbing states (N1, 0, N 2, 0) and (0, N 1' 0, N 2). Thus the probability of absorption
in the former is the ultimate value of N 1IE(kt+1) which may be denoted N1IE(kocJ.
We know already that N1IE(koo+Zoo) === 1. It may be shown, by successively
taking conditional expectations as before, that

E {N1l(koo -Zoo) +N"21(r
00-800)} === N1l(ko-Zo) +N"21(ro--"-8o),

where the subscript zero denotes the initial value, so we have

N1IE(koo-Zoo) === tN1l(ko-Zo) +tN"21(ro-8o)·

Therefore the probability of fixation of the a gene is

N1IE(koo) === t+!Nll(ko-Zo)+!N"21(ro-8o),

which is the mean of the relative frequencies of the a gene in the males and females
of the initial population. We notice in particular that it is only equal to the overall
initial frequency of a when N 1 === N 2•

In the above model each offspring is the result of an independent random
mating between the adults of the previous generation, subject to the restriction im
posed by the probability distribution of the numbers of offspring. Consider now a
model in which "marriage" occurs, i.e. permanent matings between pairs of the
opposite sex. We now take N l === N 2 === tN so that each individual has one mate.
We must then have a~ === a: (=== a2 say) since the male and female parents of a
family must have the same number of offspring. To construct such a model we pro
ceed as before but introduce an additional set of variates. We suppose that Yij
are the numbers of permanent matings between parents of genotypes (i, j) in
accordance with the following scheme:
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Males

aa Aa AA
----------1---aa Yu Y~ Yu ~

Females Aa Y21 Y22 Y23 Vt

AA Y31 Y32 Y33 St

kt Ut It !N

The YiJ families have xii offspring in accordance with the probability distri
bution of the numbers of offspring and the correlation between numbers of offspring
of different parents already calculated. Thus the previous equations giving expecta
tions in terms of the Xii remain valid and only the relationships between the Xii
and kt, It, rh St are modified. Using (3) and (4) we have

E(xij) == 2Yij,

E(x~) == Yija 2{1-(Yij-l)(!N -1)-1} +4y~,

E(xii xZm) == -a2YijYzm(!N -1)-1+4Yii YZm' (i, j) * (l, m)

and furthermore

E(Y11) == 2N-1ktrt, E(Y33) == 2N-1l tst

E(Y13) == 2N-1ltrt, E(Y31) == 2N-1ktst

Y11 +!Y12+!Y21-!Y23-!Y32-Y33 == !(kt-lt+rt-st)·

Inserting these in equations (15) we obtain

Pt+1 == qt+1 == !+2N-2E(kt-lt)(rt-st),

Vt+1 == N-1(N -1)-1{E[(kt-lt)2+(rt-st)2][I-ia2(!N-1)-1]

+!E(kt+lt+rt+st)[iNa2(!N-1)-1-1]

+2N-1(N-1)E(kt-ltHrt-st)} ,

at+1 == (1-2N-1)vt+1+2N-1p t+v

bt+1 == (1-2N-1)vt+1+2N-1qt+1,

which are identical with those of (16) when N v N 2 are replaced by !N, and a~ and
a~ by a 2

• Thus the rate of progress to homozygosity is unaffected by the occurrence
of permanent marriage. It is also true that the probabilities of ultimate fixation of
one or other gene are unaffected by marriage.

Without giving any details, we shall state the results obtained by similar
analyses for sex-linked genes. If the male sex is heterogametic, the female homo
gametic, their respective genotypes are a or A; aa, Aa, or AA. Suppose that the
numbers of individuals having these genotypes at the tth generation are kt , N 1-kt ,

and rt, N 2-rt-st, St, then the state of the population is determined by the three
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variates (kt , r t , St) and the two possible absorbing states are (Nv N 2, 0) and (0, 0, N 2).
It can be shown that the rate of approach to one or other of these states is

1\ ~ l-lN-2(NIP~(I) +2N2P~(I)), (18)

where the symbols have the same meanings as before. The probability of ultimate
fixation of the a genes is now

!+1(2ko-Nl)Nl1+1(ro-so)N;1.

We may verify that the rates found here substantiate the equivalence between
two populations of different size and offspring distribution considered in the pre
vious section. For t:1 population of size N and generating functions (5), the rates are

1\ ~ 1-1N-17T2R"(I)

for autosomal genes, and
1\ ~ l-lN- 17T2R"(I)

for sex-linked genes. Alternatively, for the population of size !NR'(I) and generating
functions (6), we get

for autosomal genes, and
1\ =?= l-iN-l[R'(I)]-l7TR"(I)

1\ =?= 1-!N-l[R'(I)]-l7TR"(I)

for sex-linked genes. Because these pairs of rates may apply to the same population
under two methods of enumeration, they must be identical. For this to be true,
we need R'(I) == 27T-1, which is just the condition required for a population to have
constant size.

The above diploid models assume non-overlapping generations. As particular
cases, consider first Wright's model having generating functions (7). For these,
the second derivatives are

P~(I) == N(N-1)N1 2 ,

P~(I) == N(N-1)N2 2,

and so the rate of approach to homozygosity is approximately

1\ =?= I-N/8N1N2
for autosomal genes, and

1\ =?= 1-(N2+2N1)/9N1N2

for sex-linked genes. These two results had been found previously by Wright (1931,
1933) by a different method.

For a model in which all males have exactly NN1l offspring, all females exactly
NN2 1 , the second derivatives are, from (8),

P~(I) == NN11(NN11-1),
P~(I) == NN2"1(NN21_1),

so that. the rate of approach to homozygosity is
1\ =?= 1-1N-l(N2N11N21-2),
1\ =?= 1-~N-l{N(N2+2Nl)NllN21_3},

for autosomal and sex-linked genes, respectively.
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In the preceding section, two other models were considered, and their gen
erating functions obtained. Although both models were for populations with over
lapping generations, it is interesting to see the effect this has by comparing the
results obtained in previous papers for these models with those derived here for
non-overlapping generations. Moran (1958) found for his overlapping generation
model that the rate of approach to homozygosity for autosomal genes was

A =:= I-Nj4NlN2.

Compare this with the result for a population having the same generating functions
(9) but having non-overlapping generations. From (17) we get

A =:= I-lN-2(Nl2N(N-1)N12+N22N(N -1)N2 2),
=:= I-Nj4NlN2,

which is identical with the previous expression. Thus it would seem that a popula
tion with overlapping generations would have asymptotically the same rate of
progress to homozygosity as one with non-overlapping generations and the same
offspring distributions. That this, however, cannot be true in general is shown by
the theory of the other overlapping generation model II. In this case, Watterson
(unpublished data) found the rate of approach to homozygosity for autosomal genes as

A =:= I-Nj8NlN2

for random mating, whereas for a non-overlapping population with the same gen
erating functions (10), the present theory gives the rate as

A =:= l-(N~+N:)j4NNlN2.

This root is not identical with the previous one except when N l == N 2 • From this we
see that (17) cannot always be extended to overlapping generation models and the
determination of the conditions under which this is possible must await the develop
ment of a general theory to cover the latter. It appears that this will be a difficult
task, for the state of such a general population needs the specification of all indivi
duals ages as well as their genotypes, and such random processes present theoretical
difficulties not yet overcome.
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